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CM Draconis is spectroscopic and eclipsing binary system that consists of two nearly identical M dwarfs. The
masses and radii for the components are known with high accuracy. The period of the system is P = 1.268 day. In
the course of this work we used 29 medium resolution (R = 47, 000) echelle spectra of CM Dra which were obtained
at several di�erent orbital phases at the 4.2-m William Herschel Telescope. We calculated synthetic spectra for a
region of Nai 8185 Å, Nai 8197 Å and RbI 7818 Å lines and �tted the spectra for all of the orbital phases. We
re�ned the e�ective temperature and metallicity of the system components, using similarity function (S function)
of the observed and synthetic spectra for di�erent phases.
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introduction
The study of M dwarfs is one of the foremost

challenges of the modern astrophysics. Late-type
stars are the most numerous population in the so-
lar neighbourhood but they are still not well under-
stood. CM Dra is an eclipsing and double-lined spec-
troscopic binary system with period P = 1.268 days
[8]. The accuracy of the masses and radii of the com-
ponents is better than one percent [9]:

M1 = 0.23102± 0.00089M¯;
M2 = 0.21409± 0.00083M¯;

R1 = 0.2534± 0.0019R¯;
R2 = 0.2398± 0.0018R¯.

This makes CM Dra an excellent test object for stel-
lar atmosphere and stellar evolution models. The
physical components of CM Dra are almost identi-
cal. Their spectral classes are estimated as dM4.5
[8]. In [13] it has been shown that the components of
CM Dra have the metallicity range −1.0 < [M/H] <
−0.6 that is consistent with metal-poor stars. The
low metallicity of the components in combination
with the fact that CM Dra is a high proper motion
object leads to the conclusion that CM Dra could be
a representative of Population II stars [6]. Both com-
ponents show chromospheric activity and the sys-
tem's age is estimated as 4.1 Gyr [9]. The observed
radii and masses for both components show poor
agreement with stellar evolution models [7]. The
empirical results indicate that both components are
larger by 0.01Rsun then it was predicted by stellar
evolution model [1] for these masses and age.

observations
We used spectroscopic data from the archives of

the 4.2-m William Herschel Telescope. The spec-
tra were obtained with high-resolution spectrograph
(UES) during May 20�23, 1997 for di�erent orbital
phases. 29 echelle spectra, which were obtained with
resolution R = 47, 000 for spectral range from 4500
to 10000 Å, was used. The radial velocity curve can
be seen in Figure 1. The velocity value ranges from
40 to 150 km/s. The crosses represent the observed
phase. The spectrum of M dwarfs is described by
strong molecular absorption by TiO and VO bands.
These bands could be wider than a single order of
echelle spectra, thus it becomes di�cult to use spec-
tral energy distribution on large scales that is ex-
tremely important for the study of cool dwarfs. It is
possible to use only a few strong atomic lines which
can be identi�ed against the background of molecular
bands. The subordinate sodium doublet Nai 8185Å,
Nai 8197Å, and resonance Rbi 7802Å line are strong
enough to be useful for the analysis of the stellar at-
mosphere parameters.

synthetic spectra of CM Dra
Because CM Draconis is a spectroscopic binary

system, we used a synthetic spectrum calculation
procedure contrary to the commonly used procedure
for single stars analysis. We calculated the synthetic
�ux F l

ν for each component individually and made
a convolution of synthetic spectra with the instru-
mental pro�le corresponding to a resolution of R =
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47000. The rotational pro�le of the star was calcu-
lated with the method from [2]. The synthetic �uxes
from the components has been summarized taking
into account a shift, corresponding to the relative
orbital velocity of the components in the observed
phase. A rotational velocity V sin(i) = 10 km/s and
microturbulent velocity Vturv = 3 km/s was adopted.
We used NextGen models [3] as stellar atmospheric
models. Synthetic spectra were computed with the
WITA6 software package [10]. We used the list of
atomic lines from VALD [4] and the line list of TiO
from [11]. The calculations were made assuming the
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) for a one-
dimensional atmosphere without sources of energy
in hydrostatic equilibrium. WITA use sources of opac-
ity in the continuum utilizing the ATLAS9 [5]. The
calculation of the ionization and dissociation equilib-
rium (IDR) was made assuming of LTE for a mix-
ture of 100 of molecules which are most common in
the atmospheres of cool stars according to current
view. The constants from [12] were used to solve
the system of hydrodynamical equations. Theoreti-
cal spectra were calculated for e�ective temperatures
Teff = 3000 − 3200K, log g = 5.0 and abundances
[M/H] = 0.0, [M/H] = −0.5, [M/H] = −1.0 in re-
gions of Nai (8185 Å, 8197 Å) and Rbi (7802 Å)
lines. Synthetic spectra were calculated and �ts
were made for 29 orbital phases. Fitting results for
Teff = 3100K, log g = 5.0 and [M/H] = −0.5 in
the region of subordinate sodium lines Nai 8185 and
Nai 8197 are presented in Figure 2.

s function analysis and results

We used the function of similarity of observed and
synthetic spectra (S function) analysis for all phases
to obtain e�ective temperatures and abundances of
the components. Values of the S function for sev-
eral sets of parameters and phases can be found in
Table 1. According to the S function analysis for
all of the phases, we determined Teff = 3100K and
metallicity [M/H] = −0.5dex for each component.
The uncertainties of the temperature and metallicity
determinations is about 75 K and 0.25 dex respec-
tively. The obtained results are in a good agreement
with previous studies. Thus we can be con�dent of
the e�ectiveness of our methodology in the analysis
of stellar atmospheres.

Table 1: S function for several sets of parameters and
phases: (a) Teff = 3100K, log g = 5.0, [M/H] = 0.0;
(b) Teff = 3100K, log g = 5.0, [M/H] = −0.5

Phase Vr[km/s] S (a) S (b)
0.8905 120 2.474 2.199
0.8977 130 2.097 1.974
0.9646 150 2.133 2.537

Fig. 1: The radial velocity curve.

Fig. 2: Fitting for Teff = 3100K, log g = 5.0 and
[M/H] = −0.5 in the region of the subordinate sodium
lines Nai 8185 and Nai 8197
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